Evaluating the effect of unclassified variants identified in MMR genes using phenotypic features, bioinformatics prediction, and RNA assays.
Lynch syndrome is caused by mutations in one of the mismatch-repair system (MMR) genes. A major difficulty in diagnosis and management of Lynch syndrome is the existence of unclassified genetic variants (UVs) with unknown clinical significance, especially mutations with new descriptions and missense-type nucleotide substitutions. We evaluated the pathogenicity of 20 such mutations (6 in MLH1, 4 in MSH2, and 7 in MSH6) found in Spanish patients suspected of Lynch syndrome. The UVs were tested for evidence of MMR defect in tumor samples and were evaluated for co-occurrence with a pathogenic mutation, the cosegregation of the variant with the disease; where sufficient data were available, in silico resources at the protein level and mRNA analysis were used to assess the putative effect on the splicing mechanism. To evaluate the frequency of these UVs in the general population, a case--control study was also performed. Five variants were identified with similar frequencies in both cases and controls, suggesting a nonpathogenic effect in patients. In contrast, abnormal splicing mutations were detected in a high proportion of patients [3/20 (15%)]. In this study, we classified 15 of the 20 UVs: six variants with strong evidence of pathogenicity and nine variants that should be considered neutral variants. Clinical significance of the other five remains unknown.